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a b s t r a c t

In order to gain further insight into their surface compositions and relationships with meteorites, we
have obtained spectra for 17 C and X complex asteroids using NASA’s Infrared Telescope Facility and SpeX
infrared spectrometer. We augment these spectra with data in the visible region taken from the on-line
databases. Only one of the 17 asteroids showed the three features usually associated with water, the UV
slope, a 0.7 lm feature and a 3 lm feature, while five show no evidence for water and 11 had one or two
of these features. According to DeMeo et al. (2009), whose asteroid classification scheme we use here, 88%
of the variance in asteroid spectra is explained by continuum slope so that asteroids can also be charac-
terized by the slopes of their continua. We thus plot the slope of the continuum between 1.8 and 2.5 lm
against slope between 1.0 and 1.75 lm, the break at �1.8 lm chosen since phyllosilicates show numer-
ous water-related features beyond this wavelength. On such plots, the C complex fields match those of
phyllosilicates kaolinite and montmorillonite that have been heated to about 700 �C, while the X complex
fields match the fields for phyllosilicates montmorillonite and serpentine that have been similarly heated.
We thus suggest that the surface of the C complex asteroids consist of decomposition products of kaolin-
ite or montmorillonite while for the X complex we suggest that surfaces consist of decomposition prod-
ucts of montmorillonite or serpentine. On the basis of overlapping in fields on the continuum plots we
suggest that the CI chondrites are linked with the Cgh asteroids, individual CV and CR chondrites are
linked with Xc asteroids, a CK chondrite is linked with the Ch or Cgh asteroids, a number of unusual
CI/CM meteorites are linked with C asteroids, and the CM chondrites are linked with the Xk asteroids.
The associations are in reasonable agreement with chondrite mineralogy and albedo data.

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

As part of a project to characterize the surface of asteroids and
the asteroid–meteorite linkage, especially for potential mission
targets (Sears et al., 2004), we have measured near-IR spectra for
near-Earth and main-belt asteroids using NASA’s Infrared Tele-
scope Facility in Hawaii and the SpeX spectrometer with a range
of 0.8–2.5 lm. Here we report data for 17 C and X complex aster-
oids. Elsewhere we report data for S and V asteroids (Gietzen et al.,
submitted for publication).

The C, X and related classes were originally defined by Bus and
Binzel (2002) using visible spectra, as a development of the Tholen
(1989) scheme. Their approach is based on a Principal Component
Analysis that identified absorption in the UV, absorption around
0.9 lm, and the continuum slope as the most significant factors
ll rights reserved.
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in characterizing asteroid spectra. In addition, a 0.7 lm feature that
has been reported in about half of the C complex asteroids, and
correlates with a much stronger water-related absorption feature
at 3 lm, is also used in taxonomy (Lebofsky, 1978, 1980; Feierberg
et al., 1985a; Vilas and Gaffey, 1989; Vilas, 1994; Jones et al., 1990;
Fornasier et al., 1999; see Rivkin et al. (2002) for a review). DeMeo
et al. (2009) recently folded near infrared data into the taxonomy,
with a few modifications, and their scheme will be used through-
out this paper.

Because of their low albedos, generally weak features (com-
pared, for example, with the S asteroids), and occasional evidence
for water-related features, the C asteroids have frequently been
linked to carbonaceous chondrites, specifically the CI and CM chon-
drites (Vilas and Gaffey, 1989; Vilas et al., 1993; Vilas, 1994). The CI
chondrites were originally linked to C asteroids by Gaffey and
McCord (1978), while the CM chondrites have been linked with
the Fortuna Ch asteroid by Burbine (1998). More recently, Carvano
et al. (2003) linked the CM chondrites to any asteroid that had a
0.7 lm band. The CI and CM chondrites are the meteorites that
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are closest to the solar photosphere in composition and they con-
tain abundant water, up to 10 vol.% for the CM chondrites and up
to 20 vol.% for the CI chondrites (Wiik, 1969; Jarosewich, 1990).

In addition to the water-rich CI and CM chondrites, other C
chondrite classes include the anhydrous CO and CV chondrites,
the anhydrous metal-rich CH chondrites, and several others. The
CO and CV chondrites have been linked to K asteroids by Bell
(1988). The small CR class was linked to C asteroids by Hiroi
et al. (1996) and equally small CK chondrite class and was linked
to C asteroids by Gaffey and McCord (1978). The CH chondrites
have been linked to C or M asteroids by Burbine et al. (2002).
Carvano et al. (2003) linked the CK chondrites to B asteroids (that
are included in the C asteroid complex).

It is very difficult to characterize the mineralogy of CI and CM
chondrites since they seem to consist largely of amorphous silicate
phases intermixed with microscopic sulfide and metal grains. This
mixed phase was once called ‘‘PCP’’ (for ‘‘poorly characterized
phase’’), but is now termed tochilonite (Barber et al., 1983;
Mackinnon and Zolensky, 1984; Tomeoka and Buseck, 1985;
Brearley, 2006). It is sometimes possible to find fine-scale regions
of a recognizable phyllosilicate phase, such as serpentine and
chlorite (Brearley, 2006), and indirect inferences based on bulk
chemistry have been used to characterize the phyllosilicate phase
in meteorites (McSween and Richardson, 1977). Vilas and Gaffey
(1989) suggested serpentine and chlorite as possible phyllosili-
cates on the surface of low albedo asteroids. In their review of
spectroscopic information on the nature of the surface of C and X
complex asteroids, Rivkin et al. (2002) inferred the presence of
hydrated phases including phyllosilicates. Rivkin (1997) and Rivkin
et al. (2006) suggested that the surface of C asteroid Ceres con-
tained an ammoniated smectite, such as ammoniated cronstedtite.

The surface of an asteroid is heavily altered as a result of expo-
sure to the space environment. Radiation damage by solar wind
and solar energetic particles, micrometeorite bombardment, and
major meteorite impacts will have affected the surface. The sur-
faces of all asteroids visited by spacecraft to date are heavily im-
pacted, and are thus covered with unconsolidated regolith (e.g.
Table 1
Observational details for the present asteroids*.

Asteroid number Asteroid name UT date Exposure (s) Air mass Vi

24 Themis 4/18/2008 300(10) 1.019 12
34 Circe 4/14/2005 720(6) 1.222 12
45 Eugenia 4/14/2005 320(4) 1.185 11
51 Nemausa 10/14/2005 200(4) 1.071 10
52 Europa 5/30/2006 160(4) 1.106 11
77 Frigga 1/22/2008 720(6) 1.113 12
87 Sylvia 10/14/2005 400(8) 1.004 12
88 Thisbe 10/14/2005 240(8) 1.006 11
93 Minerva 10/14/2005 400(8) 1.025 12
129 Antigone 4/14/2005 240(8) 1.055 10
140 Siwa 12/29/2006 480(4) 1.004 13
181 Eucharis 5/30/2006 480(4) 1.007 13
191 Kolga 4/14/2005 960(8) 1.135 13
213 Lilaea 12/29/2006 160(4) 1 13
3691 Bede 1/22/2008 960(8) 1.033 16
7753 1988 XB 12/3/2004 3600(30) 1.021 15
153591 2001 SN263 1/22/2008 1560(13) 1.165 14
153591(b) 2001 SN263 4/18/2008 1920(16) 1.408 15

Exposure: The total exposure time, in seconds, followed by the number of CCD images (
Air mass: Mean air mass of the observations, calculated from the air mass values record
Visual magnitude: Calculated visual (V-band) magnitude of the asteroid at the time of th
Sky conditions: Sky conditions at the time of the observation, where c is for cloudy, rough
the observed flux of either the solar-analog star or the asteroid, h is for a relative humidi
than 50%, and the Moon’s altitude above the horizon is greater than 20�.
Analog stars: The solar-analog star used in the calibration of the asteroid spectrum. 1: Lan
102–1081; 7: Land 103–487; 8: 105–56; 9: 107–684; 10: Land 107–998; 11: Land 110–
Solar elongation: The angle between the Sun and the asteroid at the time of observation
* Digital files of the spectra can be found at the following web site (http://www.uark.ed
Sullivan et al., 2002). Thus Hiroi and Zolensky (1999) performed
heat treatments on terrestrial phyllosilicates, three members of
the serpentine group (antigorite, lizardite, clinochrysotile), chlo-
rite, and saponite. They considered albedo, UV absorption, the
0.7 lm band, and the 3.0 lm band and they compared their heated
phyllosilicate spectra with those of the asteroids. These authors
concluded that the best fit for the phyllosilicate on the asteroid
surfaces was saponite, but were concerned that this mineral had
not been observed in meteorites.

Ostrowski et al. (2010) recently reported data for a series of
heated phyllosilicates that covered and extended the range of sam-
ples examined by Hiroi and his colleagues and took the experi-
ments to higher temperatures where more complete destruction
of the phyllosilicates occurs. In this paper we report results of a de-
tailed comparison of spectra for asteroids, meteorites, and heated
phyllosilicates and discuss implications for asteroid–meteorite
linkage and asteroid surface composition. Preliminary reports have
been made at various conferences (Ostrowski et al., 2008a,b,
2009a,b; Sears et al., 2008a,b), but the data and conclusions re-
ported here supersede them.
2. Methods

Our spectra were obtained using the NASA’s Infrared Telescope
Facility on Mauna Kea, Hawaii, and the SpeX infrared spectrometer
in low-resolution prism mode over 0.8–2.5 lm (Rayner et al.
2003), between 2004 August 6 and 2008 April 18 (Table 1). We
were able to obtain useful spectra for asteroids as faint as magni-
tude 17.5. The raw data were reduced by using IRAF and IDL soft-
ware which eliminated instrumental and atmospheric artifacts,
normalized to solar analogue spectra, and produced wavelength-
calibrated spectra with a resolution of 5 nm.

Much of our discussion below will relate to the slope of the
spectral continuum. There is much precedence for using slope in
studies of asteroid spectra. As mentioned above, DeMeo et al.
(2009) found that 88% of the variance in asteroid spectra is
sual magnitude Sky conditions Analog stars Solar elongation (degrees)

.3 c, m 5, 6, 8 �92.9

.4 8, 9, 11 144.7

.3 8, 9, 11 141

.8 2, 3, 13 �166.7

.3 7, 8, 9, 11 �148.3

.8 m 2, 3, 5, 7 133.5

.1 2, 3, 13 139.4

.3 2, 3, 13 145.5

.8 2, 3, 13 123.2

.2 8, 9, 11 148.3

.4 3, 4, 5 164.2

.3 7, 8, 9, 11 �128.4

.9 8, 9, 11 127.7

.3 3, 4, 5 �171.6

.9 m 2, 3, 5, 7 111.3

.1 1, 2, 5, 6 131.2

.2 m 2, 3, 5, 7 �122.9

.6 c, m 5, 6, 8 �148.6

in parentheses) that were combined to produce the total exposure time.
ed at the start of each exposure.
e observation.

ly defined as the presence of clouds that led to erratic variations (greater than 5%) in
ty greater than 70%, and m is for moonlight, where the lunar illumination is greater

d 92–276; 2: Land 93–101; 3: Hyades 64; 4: Land 97–249; 5: Land 98–978; 6: Land
361; 12: Land 112–1333; 13: Land 113–276; 14: Land 115–271.
.
u/misc/clacy/SpeX_site/index.htm).

http://www.uark.edu/misc/clacy/SpeX_site/index.htm
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explained by continuum slope and slope features in the qualitative
descriptions of most C and X classes in their paper. Hiroi et al.
(1993, 1996) performed spectral matching between heated phyllo-
silicates, C chondrites, and C asteroids that are generally feature-
less, so that his method amounts to slope comparison. A recent
paper by Clark et al. (2010) also emphasizes continuum slope of
B asteroids in an effort to find meteorite analogs.

We will quantify the overall shape of the spectra in the near-IR
region by dividing the spectra into two more-or-less equal halves
(1.0–1.75 lm and 1.8–2.5 lm), as shown in Fig. 1. We make the
break at 1.8 lm because it is beyond this wavelength that a num-
ber of large water features are present in phyllosilicates (e.g.
Ostrowski et al., 2010). A plot of the longer wavelength interval
against the shorter wavelength interval we call the ‘‘continuum
plot’’ (Ostrowski et al., 2010).

Many experimental factors have the potential to affect contin-
uum slope, such as placement on the slit, differential refraction,
diffraction, and atmospheric variations. The asteroids and solar
analogue stars in the present study were within 15 degrees of
the meridian so as to minimize the effects of differential refraction.
Dispersion was normal to the slit so when the target was kept near
Fig. 1. (a) Representative spectra for three asteroids; 153591 2001 SN263 (B), 52 Europa
major absorption features in the spectra. (b) Explanation for the manner in which we q
wavelength intervals, 1.0–1.75 lm and 1.8–2.5 lm. The break at 1.8 lm was selected b
wavelength due to the large number of water-related bands possible in the longer wavele
0.875 lm.
the meridian the atmospheric dispersion was along the slit and the
entire signal along the slit was included in the data reduction.
Automatic tracking and guidance kept the asteroid centered on
the slit so the diffracted image overfilled it, manual corrections
being used when necessary, and the infrared slit-viewing camera
continuously monitored the object’s position on the 0.8 arcsec slit.
We corrected for atmospheric variations using the methods of
Vacca et al. (2003) for the specific zenith distance of the object.
The clustering of slope data and resolution of various groups of
objects (C and X asteroids and CM chondrites, for instance), and
the reproducibility of the slope data when determined by different
research groups, are indications that these continuum measure-
ments are not dominated by these sources of scatter.

3. Results

The spectra for the asteroids we observed are shown in Fig. 2a.
Digital files of these spectra are available at our web site (http://
www.uark.edu/misc/clacy/SpeX_site/index.htm). The spectra of
Asteroid 7753 and the two observations of Asteroid 153591 show
an increase in intensity at the long wavelengths due to the
(C), and 129 Antigone (Xk), displaced on the vertical scale for clarity. Note the lack of
uantify the main features of these spectra using ‘‘continuum slopes’’ over the two
ecause of a frequent change in slope observed for terrestrial phyllosilicates at the
ngth interval. For the purposes of determining slopes, the spectra are normalized to

http://www.uark.edu/misc/clacy/SpeX_site/index.htm
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Fig. 2. (a) Raw spectra of asteroids from the B, C and X complexes observed in this study, displaced on a vertical scale for clarity. The quoted classes (in parentheses) are from
the system of DeMeo et al. (2009). Most of the observed asteroids are relatively flat and featureless and the slope of their continua seems the major discriminator between
them and is the basis for comparison in the present paper. (The small feature at �1.35 lm and the anomalous features at longer wavelengths are due to terrestrial
atmospheric water.) (b) Asteroids 153591 and 7753 show evidence for thermal emission at long wavelengths, which was removed prior to analysis using the method of
Rivkin et al. (2005).

Table 2
Continuum slope and albedo data for the present asteroids.

Asteroid Short k slope Long k slope Albedoa

24 Themis 0.175 ± 0.014 0.197 ± 0.017 0.067
34 Circe 0.009 ± 0.001 0.003 ± 0.001 0.0541
45 Eugenia 0.127 ± 0.004 0.169 ± 0.001 0.0398
51 Nemausa 0.235 ± 0.004 �0.036 ± 0.007 0.0928
52 Europa 0.135 ± 0.002 0.224 ± 0.006 0.0578
77 Frigga 0.213 ± 0.009 0.091 ± 0.005 0.144
87 Sylvia 0.189 ± 0.002 0.176 ± 0.004 0.0435
88 Thisbe 0.092 ± 0.001 0.113 ± 0.001 0.0671
93 Minerva 0.080 ± 0.002 0.106 ± 0.006 0.0733
129 Antigone 0.167 ± 0.003 0.139 ± 0.005 0.164
140 Siwa 0.164 ± 0.003 �0.014 ± 0.007 0.0676
181 Eucharis 0.156 ± 0.003 0.073 ± 0.001 0.1135
191 Kolga 0.165 ± 0.008 0.204 ± 0.005 0.0408
213 Lilaea �0.059 ± 0.004 �0.061 ± 0.006 0.0897
3691 Bede 0.114 ± 0.011 �0.089 ± 0.012
7753 1988 XBb 0.025 ± 0.001 0.034 ± 0.001
153591 2001 SN263 �0.002 ± 0.002 0.020 ± 0.006
153591 2001 SN263b,c �0.033 ± 0.005 0.064 ± 0.004

a Albedo data from Chamberlin and Yeomans (2010).
b Corrected for thermal radiation.
c Duplicate observation.
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presence of thermal emission. This effect has been removed from
the data using the method of Rivkin et al. (2005) and the results
are shown in Fig. 2b. This method includes the effects of albedo
and ‘‘beaming’’ along with the phase angle of observation.

In general the near-IR spectra we obtained are flat and feature-
less. Most show positive continuum slopes except for 213 Lilea
where it is negative. A few show a notable change in slope, for
example 51 Nemausa has an inflection at �1.5 lm, and 87 Sylvia
and 129 Antigone have slope changes at �1.25 lm. The data and
the continuum plot for the present asteroids appear in Table 2,
where the uncertainties are calculated by determining the upper
most slope and the lower most slope the scatter in the spectra will
allow, and the values are plotted in Fig. 3. The distinction between
C and X asteroids is readily apparent in Fig. 3. The two diagonal
lines are naked-eye estimates of the trends for the C and X complex
asteroids. In fact, this plot is a quantitative and visual summary of
the class designations in Table 3 and the descriptions in Table 4,
where the asteroid classes are defined and where C complex aster-
oids are said to have a ‘‘slightly positive’’ slope and the X complex
asteroids have a ‘‘slight to moderate’’ slope. The anomalous aster-
oid, 51 Nemausa (Cgh), is anomalous for its positive slope at the
shorter wavelengths (see Fig. 2).

The only absorption features we observed in our spectra are
weak bands at 1.35 lm, which appear in 12 of our 18 spectra
which are due to telluric water since several display spectral rever-
sals (e.g. 88 Thisbe, 34 Chicago, 52 Europa). Gaffey (2003)
discussed this issue. The features seen in the long wavelength re-
gion for Asteroids 88 (Cb), 213 (B) and 140 (Xc) are also telluric



Fig. 3. A continuum plot for C and X complex asteroids observed in the present
study. Two possible trend lines are indicated, one passing through the C asteroids
and one passing through the X asteroids. There is one anomalous Cgh asteroid, 51
Nemausa, whose spectrum has an unusual change in slope at �1.5 lm (see Fig. 2).

Table 3
Classification of the asteroids observed in the present study.

Asteroid Taxonomy

Number Name Tholen
(1989)

Bus and Binzel
(2002)

DeMeo et al.
(2009)

24 Themis C B C
34 Circe C Ch Ch
45 Eugenia FC C Ca

51 Nemausa CU Ch Cgh
52 Europa CF C C
77 Frigga MU Xe Xe
87 Sylvia P X X
88 Thisbe CF B Cba

93 Minerva CU C C
129 Antigone M X Xka

140 Siwa P Xc Xca

181 Eucharis S Xk Xk
191 Kolga XC Cb Cb
213 Lilaea F B Ba

3691 Bede Xc Xca

7753 1988 XB B Ca

153591 2001
SN263

Ba

a Classifications determined by applying the DeMeo et al. (2009) software
(available at http://www.smass.mit.edu/cgi-bin/busdemeoclass-cgi) to the present
spectra.

Table 4
Description of the classes with respect to slope and water-related features for the
present asteroids (after DeMeo et al. (2009)).

Slope Water-related featuresa

UV 0.7 lm Other

B Linear, negative, bump
0.6 lm, dip 1–2 lm

NA NA NA

C Linear, flat, bump 0.6, positive
>1.3 lm

NA NA >1 lm?

Ch Slight positive >1.1 lm UV drop off Shallow NA
Cgh Slight positive >1 lm Pronounced

UV drop off
Broad,
shallow

NA

Cb Linear, slight positive >1.1 lm NA NA NA
X Linear, medium to high NA NA NA
Xc Low to medium, slightly

curved concave downward
NA NA NA

Xe Low to medium, like Xc NA NA <0.55 lm
Xk Like Xc NA NA 0.8–

1.0 lm,
weak

a NA, not applicable, means that the feature is absent or not relevant to the
definition of the class.
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water features that have not been completely removed by our cor-
rection procedures. These features do not seem to have affected
their continuum slopes, judging by the similarity of the slopes with
asteroids of the same class.

4. Discussion

We will first discuss taxonomy of the present asteroids, which
will lead us to stress the importance of continuum slopes in both
asteroid taxonomy and characterization. We will then present
our data in the form of continuum plots, looking at individual C
complex asteroids, individual X complex asteroids, and then com-
paring the C and X fields. We will then discuss the terrestrial phyl-
losilicate data reported by Ostrowski et al. (2010), and the C
chondrites, suggesting asteroid linkages where possible. Finally
we offer some thoughts on the nature of C and X complex asteroids.

4.1. Taxonomy of the present asteroids and the importance of
continuum slope

The classifications of the present asteroids are shown in Table 3.
In general, we have taken these classes assignments from the liter-
ature but where necessary we used the DeMeo et al. (2009) on-line
software (http://smass.mit.edu/cgi-bin/busdemeoclass-cgi). As
mentioned above, Principal Components Analysis finds that con-
tinuum slope, absorption at �0.8 lm, and absorption in the UV
were the major factors cause of variation and the resulting classes
are described in Table 4. For five of the nine classes an absorption
feature is part of the class description, but for all nine continuum
slope is also part of the class description with slope increasing
along the B-C-X series. The evolution in taxonomy between the
first Tholen (1989) and Bus and Binzel (2002) schemes in Table 3
is significant, but only five of our asteroids (numbers 24, 51, 88,
129 and 7753) needed reclassification on the basis of the additional
near-IR data.

4.2. Existing data for absorption features in the spectra of these
asteroids

In Table 5 we report data for spectral features in the present
asteroids using literature parameters for identifying water-related
features. We calculated parameters for UV absorption, the depth
of absorption at 0.7 lm, and the depth of absorption at 3 lm. As
with previous workers (Vilas, 1994; Hiroi et al., 1996; Hiroi and
Zolensky, 1999; Fornasier et al., 1999), we measure these absorp-
tions with three / parameters, /UV, (UV absorption strength), /0.7

(0.7 lm band strength) and /3 (3 lm band strength) which are de-
fined by:

/UV ¼ ln R0:337 � ln R0:550

/0:7 ¼ ln R0:701 � ½0:152 ln R0:550 þ 0:151 ln R0:853�=0:303
/3 ¼ ln R�3:0 � ln R�2:4

where R refers to spectral reflectance and the subscripts refer to
wavelength in lm. In a few cases where data are not available at
0.337 lm, we use the lowest wavelength available, 0.443 lm. A
few test cases showed this was acceptable, since this part of the
spectrum was usually linear.

Judging from the plots of Hiroi et al. (1996; their Fig. 4) and the
spread in positive values in Table 5, we take the presence of a
water-related feature to be indicated if /UV < –0.3, if /0.7 < 0.01
(assuming this feature is water-related, Vilas, 1994), and if
/3 < �0.02. The ECAS and SMASS data produce slightly different re-
sults for the 0.7 lm feature because of the higher resolution for the
SMASS spectra, but not enough to significantly affect our analysis.
We find evidence for water-related features in 10 out of 15 of the

http://www.smass.mit.edu/cgi-bin/busdemeoclass-cgi
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Table 5
Spectra data on the present asteroids and water-related features.a

Asteroid Absorption/bands calculated value Evidence for water? Refs.b

Number Name UV (/UV)c 0.7 lm (/0.7)c 3 lm (/3)c UV absorptiond 0.7 lm bandd 3 lm bandd

24 Themis �0.2220 �0.0071 �0.0652 N Y Y 1, 5, 7
34 Circe �0.2303 �0.0259 nd N Y nd 1, 2, 5
45 Eugenia �0.0953 0.0138 nd N N nd 1, 4, 5
51 Nemausa �0.4664 �0.0213 �0.6279 Y Y Y 1, 5, 6
52 Europa �0.1262 0.0265 0.0269 N N N 1, 5, 6
77 Frigga �0.1253 0.0298 �0.0741 N N Y 1, 4, 5
87 Sylvia �0.0712 �0.0017 �0.0050 N Y N 1, 5, 7
88 Thisbe �0.1299 �0.0085 (0.5503) N Y Y 1, 2, 5, 6
93 Minerva �0.1874 0.0037 nd N Y nd 1, 5
129 Antigone �0.0249 0.0275 �0.1221 N N Y 1, 4
140 Siwa �0.0839 0.0292 nd N N nd 1
181 Eucharis �0.0231 0.0435 nd N N nd 1
191 Kolga 0.0213 �0.4869 nd N Y nd 1
213 Lilaea �0.0083 �0.0060 nd N Y nd 1, 5
3691 Bede �0.1656 0.0234 nd N N nd 3

a Excluded are Asteroids 7753 (1988 XB) and 153591 (2001 SN263) for which there are no data at these wavelengths. ‘‘N’’ indicates no, ‘‘Y’’ indicates yes, ‘‘nd’’ indicates no
data for these features.

b References and spectral ranges as follows: 1. Bus and Binzel (2002); SMASS (0.435–0.925 lm). 2. Xu et al. (1995) (0.5099–1.0078 lm). 3. Binzel et al. (2004) (0.435–
0.925 lm). 4. Rivkin and Neese (2003) (1.9–3.6 lm). 5. Zellner et al. (1985) (0.337–1.041 lm). 6. Jones et al. (1990) (1.25–3.73 lm). 7. Feierberg et al. (1985b) (2.3–3.5 lm).

c Slopes and band strengths (/ values) defined as follows: /UV = ln R0.337 � ln R0.550 /0.7 = ln R0.701 � [0.152 ln R0.550 + 0.151 ln R0.853]/0.303 /3 = ln R�3.0 � ln R�2.4, where R
is spectral reflectance and the subscripts refer to wavelength (lm).

d Water is assumed to be present if the UV slope smaller than�0.3, if the 0.7 lm band is less than 0.01, and if the 3 lm band is smaller than�0.02 (see text for explanation).

Fig. 4. Continuum plots for asteroids in the C complex, with a panel for each class. Present data in bold type, literature data in normal type. In most cases, the class members
define fairly narrow fields on this plot, usually with a positive trend, especially where the number of observations is four or greater. Note that where there are two
observations by different research groups, in general the agreement between groups is very good. The literature data is taken form SMASS-Small Main-Belt Asteroid
Spectroscopic Survey, Binzel et al. (2004) and MIT-UH-IRTF Joint Campaign for NEO Spectral Reconnaissance.
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spectra of the present asteroids. On the other hand, all three fea-
tures are present in the spectra of only one of the present asteroids,
namely 51 Nemausa.

Vilas (1994) found that 47.7% of C asteroids, 33.0% of B aster-
oids, and 5.6% of X asteroids showed evidence for hydration. We
find that eight out of the 15 for which we have data show an
absorption feature at 0.7 lm. Four of the present asteroids were in-
cluded in the Vilas (1994) study. Vilas found 0.7 lm and 3.0 lm
features in the 51 Nemausa spectra, and none for 52 Europa, in
agreement with the present results, but she found neither band
in 87 Sylvia (we find a 0.7 lm band), and while we find both bands
in 88 Thisbe, she found only the 0.7 lm band. In other words, while
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there is a high degree of agreement over the objects as a whole,
there are differences at the individual object level.

Features seen at <0.55 lm (in the Xe class) and 0.8–1.0 lm (in
the Xk class) are diagnostic of their classes and might be associated
with hydration features (Rivkin et al., 2002) while the absorption
band >1 lm sometimes seen in class Xk could be associated with
olivine and pyroxene (Sunshine and Pieters, 1993).
4.3. Continuum plots for individual C complex asteroids

Fig. 4 shows continuum plots for the C complex asteroids in the
present study augmented by literature data where available (Table
6). There are many instances of good-to-excellent agreement be-
tween separate observations in well-populated classes. Appar-
ently, continua slopes can be reproducibly determined and that
this method of quantifying the spectra is meaningful. Second, the
B class plots to the left of the C classes, and the C class generally
plots higher than the other classes. Third, the C, Cb and Ch classes
display positive correlations between the long-wavelength slope
and short-wavelength slope (with slopes on this plot of 1.0, 1.1
and 0.6, respectively). On the other hand, the B and Cgh class pro-
duce either horizontal or slightly negative trends. The Cb and Cg
classes, with four or less members, are not well defined. We will
now discuss each class in turn.
Table 6
Literature data for continuum slopes and albedos for C and X asteroids.

Asteroid Class Short k slope Long k slope Albedo*

16 Psyche Xk 0.192 ± 0.002 0.167 ± 0.009 0.1203
19 Fortuna Ch 0.135 ± 0.003 0.030 ± 0.007 0.037
19 Fortunab Ch 0.227 ± 0.003 0.111 ± 0.008 0.037
21 Lutetia Xc 0.115 ± 0.007 0.022 ± 0.001 0.2212
22 Kalliope X 0.281 ± 0.005 0.177 ± 0.006 0.1419
24 Themis C 0.054 ± 0.002 0.169 ± 0.005 0.067
41 Daphne Ch 0.131 ± 0.003 0.039 ± 0.004 0.0828
48 Doris Ch 0.056 ± 0.001 �0.002 ± 0.007 0.0624
52 Europa C 0.168 ± 0.003 0.223 ± 0.007 0.0578
55 Pandora Xk 0.285 ± 0.005 0.228 ± 0.006 0.3013
55 Pandorab Xk 0.267 ± 0.012 0.207 ± 0.01 0.3013
66 Maja Ch 0.042 ± 0.002 0.013 ± 0.002 0.0618
66 Maja b Ch 0.109 ± 0.003 0.071 ± 0.009 0.0618
69 Hesperia Xk 0.293 ± 0.003 0.219 ± 0.006 0.1402
76Freia C 0.253 ± 0.004 0.247 ± 0.007 0.0362
77 Frigga Xe 0.167 ± 0.001 0.056 ± 0.003 0.144
78 Diana Ch 0.135 ± 0.006 0.069 ± 0.006 0.0706
87 Sylvia X 0.248 ± 0.004 0.250 ± 0.007 0.0435
90 Antiope C 0.212 ± 0.006 0.270 ± 0.006 0.0603
99 Dike Xk 0.099 ± 0.006 0.004 ± 0.005 0.0627
110 Lydia Xk 0.270 ± 0.002 0.213 ± 0.004 0.1808
132 Aethra Xe 0.121 ± 0.004 0.017 ± 0.006 0.199
153 Hilda X 0.261 ± 0.006 0.187 ± 0.006 0.0618
175 Andromache Cg 0.146 ± 0.005 0.111 ± 0.004 0.0819
191 Kolga Cb 0.177 ± 0.002 0.201 ± 0.003 0.0408
210 Isabella Cb 0.132 ± 0.001 0.113 ± 0.002 0.0436
261 Prymno Xk 0.187 ± 0.003 0.137 ± 0.006 0.1141
266 Aline Ch 0.147 ± 0.001 0.042 ± 0.004 0.0448
345 Tercidina Ch 0.187 ± 0.002 0.097 ± 0.006 0.0654
706 Hirundo Cgh 0.319 ± 0.003 �0.020 ± 0.008 0.1721
706 Hirundo b Cgh 0.293 ± 0.005 �0.041 ± 0.009 0.1721
776 Berbericia Cgh 0.085 ± 0.002 0.010 ± 0.005 0.0655
1300 Marcelle Cgh 0.129 ± 0.007 �0.070 ± 0.007 0.0995
1300 Marcelle b Cgh 0.145 ± 0.008 �0.031 ± 0.003 0.0995
2099 Opik Ch 0.144 ± 0.005 0.161 ± 0.003
2378 Pannekoek Cgh 0.072 ± 0.004 0.079 ± 0.006 0.0891
3200 Phaethon B �0.165 ± 0.008 0.007 ± 0.009 0.1066
3691 Bede Xc 0.143 ± 0.005 �0.016 ± 0.004
53319 1999JM8a X 0.156 ± 0.009 0.164 ± 0.007
137170 1999 HF1 B �0.001 ± 0.004 �0.034 ± 0.009

a Corrected for thermal radiation.
b Duplicate observation.

* Albedo data from Chamberlin and Yeomans (2010).
There are five members of the B class in Fig. 4a, with duplicate
observations for one that are in reasonable agreement. One of the
asteroids at the lower end of the range is 3200 Phaethon, which is
thought to be the parent of the Geminid meteor stream and an ex-
tinct cometary nucleus (Ohtsuka et al., 2006). Asteroid 137170
1999 HF1 shows a second periodicity in the light curve indicating
that it is a binary object (Polishook and Brosch, 2008). Asteroid
153591 is a near-Earth asteroid that is actually a triple system,
the first reported among the NEA (Nolan et al., 2008).

There are nine members of the C class (Fig. 4b) and we have two
independent observations of 24 Themis and 52 Europa. The dupli-
cate data for 52 Europa are in good agreement, but the short-
wavelength slopes of the two spectra for 24 Themis spread across
the ellipse in weak agreement. Asteroid 90 Antiope is a double aster-
oid in the Themis family (Descamps et al., 2007) and plots near the
upper end of the range. Asteroid 93 Minerva is a large main-belt
asteroid that plots at the lower end of the range. Of the C asteroids
that were observed for this study, only 24 Themis has significant
data for hydration with both a 0.7 lm feature and a 3 lm feature
(Table 5). For Asteroids 45 Eugenia, 52 Europa, and 93 Minerva, none
have significant absorption features according to the criteria in Ta-
ble 5. Minerva does have a weak 0.7 lm feature.

For the Cb class (Fig. 4c), the two independent observations of
191 Kolga are in good agreement. Using the criteria in Table 5, nei-
ther 191 Kolga and 88 Thisbe have detectable UV absorption fea-
tures in our data. Asteroid 191 Kolga has a fairly strong 0.7 lm
feature, which would normally be indicative of Ch or Cgh asteroids.
However, the continuum slopes strongly supports the Cb classifica-
tion, though it also plots on the edge of the upper left boundary of
the Ch field (compare Fig. 4c with Fig. 4e and f).

For the Cg asteroids (Fig. 4d) we have only one object (175
Andromache) and can say little, other than observe that it provides
some indication of the location of the field.

For the Cgh class (Fig. 4e), we have seven observations including
duplicates for 706 Hirundo and 1300 Marcelle. There is excellent
agreement between the observations of the duplicates. The other
members of the group are 51 Nemausa, 776 Berbericia, and 2378
Pannekoek. Asteroid 51 Nemausa was mentioned above since it
is anomalous in Fig. 3, a reflection of its unusual spectrum in which
a large positive slope changes abruptly at �1.5 lm to a shallow or
negative slope (Fig. 1). The clustering in Fig. 4e suggests that this
behavior is typical of the class. Asteroid 51 Nemausa has rotational
spectral variations suggesting a non-uniform surface composition
(Sawyer, 1991), and that its surface contains a ‘‘red spot’’
(Kristensen, 1991). Asteroid 51 Nemausa does has a 0.7 lm feature
in its spectrum, but also as mentioned above it shows a strong UV
absorption and 3 lm feature (Table 5). This is in agreement with
Hiroi et al. (1996) who found a positive correlation between the
UV absorption and 3 lm feature. Apparently, 51 Nemausa has
water in some form on its surface.

The Ch asteroid field is well populated with 11 members and a
fairly well defined ellipse (Fig. 4f). Asteroid 2099 Opik stands
slightly apart from the others because its near-infrared spectrum
is a steadily increasing continuum, whereas other Ch asteroids le-
vel off at longer wavelengths. Maybe the classification of 2099
Opik should be reconsidered. The Ch class is defined by having
members with a 0.7 lm feature, but the only Ch asteroid we ob-
served, 34 Circe, has a 0.7 lm feature and no UV absorption (Table
5). The two data points based on literature spectra for Asteroid 19
Fortuna have weak agreement in the short and long-wavelength
slopes because of about a 0.7 separation on both axes.

4.4. Continuum plots for individual X complex asteroids

Fig. 5 shows the present and literature data for the four classes
in the X complex consisting of the X, Xc, Xe and Xk classes. Again



Fig. 5. Continuum plots for asteroids in the X complex. Details as in Fig. 4. Again there is fairly tight clustering, positive slopes, and good agreement between observers.
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there are many cases of very good agreement between duplicate
observations of the same asteroid (two observations are generally
within �0.07 on each axis): 87 Sylvia, 3691 Bede, 77 Frigga, and 55
Pandora, for example. Second, except for the Xc class (for which
there are few objects), the trends on these plots are positive. The
slopes for the trend lines in Fig. 5 are 0.6, 0.8 and 1.1 for the X,
Xe and Xk classes, respectively, similar to the values the C complex
mentioned above. We will now discuss each class individually.

There are four members of the X class (Fig. 5a), 153 Hilda,
53319 1999 JM8, 22 Kaliope and 87 Sylvia. Our spectrum for 87
Sylvia contained no water-related spectral features (Table 5), but
a 0.7 lm was been observed by Zellner et al. (1985). The three
members of the Xc class, 3691 Bede, 140 Siwa, and 21 Lutetia, plot
closely in Fig. 5b. 3691 Bede is a tumbling asteroid (Pravec et al.,
2005), which might explain the small differences in the two obser-
vations. According to our criteria there are no water-related fea-
tures in the spectra of Xc Asteroids 140 Siwa and 3691 Bede
(Table 5). The Rosetta spacecraft will flyby Lutetia in 2010 and
Lazzarin et al. (2004) have observed features attributed to aqueous
alteration in the spectra of the surface. The two members of the Xe
class (Fig. 5c) plot close to each other. Asteroid 77 Frigga does not
appear to have UV absorption or 0.7 lm, but does have a 3 lm fea-
ture (Table 5). The Xe Asteroid 132 Aethra is noted for its relatively
flat spectrum, especially in the long wavelengths. Finally, the eight
members of the Xk class form a reasonably tight cluster with steep
continuum at both the short and long wavelengths (Fig. 5d). Aster-
oids 129 and 181 Eucharis do not to have a 0.7 lm feature and UV
absorption according to our criteria, but a weak 3 lm feature is
present in the spectra of 129 Antigone.
Fig. 6. Summary of the fields identified in Figs. 4 and 5. The prevalence of positive
slopes and the difference between the C and X complexes in overall slope on these
plots are apparent. (See also Fig. 3.) Most particularly, the X complex classes are
displaced to the right relative to the C complexes. These plots provide a means of
comparing asteroid spectral reflectivity data with that of other similar samples,
such as heated phyllosilicates and C chondrites.
4.5. Comparison of C and X fields

The ellipses drawn around the fields in Figs. 4 and 5 are com-
pared in Fig. 6. Three points can be stressed, some of which were
mentioned above and have been noted by others. First, in general,
the X complex classes are displaced to the right on Fig. 6 relative to
the C complex classes and the B asteroids are displaced to the left.
In other words, the (1) members of the X complex tend to have
similar continua in the long wavelength range but steeper continua
in the short wavelength range compared to the C complex, and (2)
B asteroids have smaller (negative) slopes at short wavelengths but
among the shallower slopes at long wavelengths compared to the
rest of the C complex and the X complex asteroids. The major
exception is that the Cgh class overlaps with the X complex. Sec-
ond, while slopes of the X complex classes are very similar (not-
withstanding the small number and clustering of the Xc class),
the C complex classes show a wide range of behavior with some
classes having similar trend slopes to the X complex classes.

While there is some overlap of the fields shown by the various
asteroid classes, it is clearly not close to 100%. In fact, the overlap of



Fig. 8. Continuum plot for fifteen C chondrites. The data for the C chondrites is from
Table 7. The chondrites plot in the same general vicinity of the plot as the C and X
asteroids (Fig. 6), but with significant differences in detail. CM chondrites plot in the
upper right of this diagram, CI/CM chondrites in the upper middle, and the
remainder (CI, CV, CR and CK) plot in the middle lower region of the plot. This
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one class with its closest neighbor is usually <50%. Thus the classes
recognized on the basis of spectra in the visible and infrared range
are reflected in these continua plots lending an additional indica-
tion that such continuum plots are meaningful. These plots provide
a quantitative basis for comparing astronomical data with labora-
tory data, such as data for meteorites and terrestrial phyllosilicates,
providing certain issues can be satisfactorily dealt with.

4.6. Considerations when comparing laboratory measurements with
astronomical measurements

In comparing laboratory measurements with astronomical mea-
surements we are concerned with three primary effects. (1) The
similarity of the standard light sources for the laboratory and astro-
nomical measurements. In the case of the laboratory spectrometer,
the reference light source is a halogen lamp whereas for the astro-
nomical measurements the reference light source is a number of
solar-like stars. (2) The effect of grain size on the measurements
and how the grains used for laboratory measurements compare
with grains sizes on the asteroids. (3) Laboratory measurements
are made on freshly ground interior samples, while astronomical
measurements are made on a surface that has been exposed to
space. In space, there will have been a number of alteration pro-
cesses (impact, micrometeorite erosion, solar wind implantation,
solar energetic particle interactions, thermal cycling, for example)
that are collectively referred to as ‘‘space weathering’’.

In response to point (1), our laboratory light source is normal-
ized to a white spectral-standard material (TiO2). The stellar refer-
ence sources may not be perfectly white, but they are close, and
any error caused by slight differences is well within our experi-
mental uncertainties, especially since the range of slopes we ob-
serve in the asteroid, meteorite, and mineral spectra are very large.

In response to point (2), Fig. 7 shows the continuum plot for
samples of Murchison of three sieve fractions, the data being those
of Gaffey, Hiroi, and Pieters taken from the RELAB database. The
range of slopes in the short wavelength interval is considerable,
with data ranging from �0.1 to 0.5 on the horizontal axis with
slope decreasing with coarsening grain size. On the other hand,
the range of slopes in the longer wavelength interval is small or
negligible. The data shown in Fig. 7 are surprising, since, in general,
data for a given meteorite or meteorite class tends to be very
Fig. 7. Continuum plot for bulk and grain separates of samples of the Murchison CM
chondrite. The Murchison bulk data point is from Hiroi et al. (1993, 1996) while the
grain size fractions are from spectra acquired by Mike Gaffey, Taki Hiroi, and Carle
Pieters at the NASA RELAB Laboratory at Brown University. While grain size seems
to affect the continuum slope at the shorter wavelengths, there is little or no effect
on the continuum slope at the longer wavelengths. The finer grain fractions (<63
and <125 lm) plot in the CM chondrite field while the coarser fraction (<200 lm)
plot in the C asteroid field.
reproducible, regardless of grain size. Fig. 8 shows the continuum
plot for meteorites for which near-IR spectra have been published.
The data appear in Table 7. Five CM chondrites plot in the same gen-
eral region of the continuum plot, having relatively steep positive
slopes in the 1.0–1.75 lm region, and no overlap with the remaining
meteorites. In fact, three CM chondrites (Cold Bokkeveld, Murray
and Murchison) are the same within experimental uncertainties.
Three CI/CM chondrites have similar slopes to the CM chondrites
in the 1.8–2.5 lm region, but significantly shallower slopes in the
1.0–1.75 lm region. Three C remaining chondrites, CV, CR, and CK
chondrites, have 1.0–1.75 lm slopes of 0.05–0.20 but negative
slopes in the long wavelength region. In other words, the continuum
plot is separating these three types of C chondrite. This suggests that
these data are not being dominated by grain size effects and can be
compared with asteroid data.

An exception is the CI chondrites where there is evidence of
considerable variation in the slopes of their continua. There is poor
agreement for Orgueil in the spectra obtained by Gaffey and Hiroi
and there is poor agreement between the two splits of Ivuna run by
suggests that continuum slopes have taxonomic (genetic) value, and are a basis of
comparison with terrestrial minerals and asteroids.

Table 7
Continuum slopes and albedos of carbonaceous chondrites.

Meteorite
class

Meteorite
name

Short slope Long slope Albedoa

CI/CM Y-86720 0.004 ± 0.0002 0.090 ± 0.005
CI/CM B-7904 0.141 ± 0.007 0.128 ± 0.006
CI/CM Y-82162 0.150 ± 0.007 0.129 ± 0.006
CK Y-693 0.038 ± 0.002 �0.040 ± 0.002
CV Allende 0.153 ± 0.008 0.006 ± 0.0003 0.102
CR Renazzo 0.168 ± 0.008 �0.060 ± 0.003
CI Ivuna #1 0.044 ± 0.002 �0.017 ± 0.0008
CI Ivuna #2 �0.018 ± 0.0009 �0.080 ± 0.004
CI Orgueil

(Hiroi)
0.193 ± 0.010 �0.104 ± 0.005 0.072

CI Orgueil
(Gaffey)

0.052 ± 0.002 �0.069 ± 0.003 0.072

CM Mighei 0.316 ± 0.003 0.199 ± 0.008 0.051
CM Cold

Bokkeveld
0.259 ± 0.001 0.115 ± 0.005

CM Murray 0.268 ± 0.001 0.103 ± 0.005
CM Murchison 0.263 ± 0.004 0.094 ± 0.007 0.061
CM Nogoya 0.335 ± 0.006 0.071 ± 0.004 0.051

a Zellner et al. (1977).



Fig. 9. Continuum plot comparing terrestrial phyllosilicates with fields for heated
phyllosilicates, and the C and X complex asteroids. Phyllosilicate data from
Ostrowski et al. (2010), asteroid complex fields summarize the data in Fig. 6. The
original location of the phyllosilicates appear as crossed-circles while the area
occupied by the samples heated to 700 and 1100 �C are indicated by ellipses with
arrows connecting the two. On the basis of this plot we infer that the C complex
contains portions of the heated kaolinite and heated montmorillonite and the X
complex asteroids contain heated montmorillonite and possibly serpentine.
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Hiroi. Nevertheless, they still plot in a region discrete from the CM
and CI/CM chondrites with shallow 1.8–2.5 lm slopes. The reason
for the poor agreement between splits is the very likely due to the
large amount of water in these meteorites that can easily be lost
during handling.

One caveat in comparing data for grain size separates with
asteroid data is that the asteroid surfaces are probably dominated
by pebble to boulder sized particles so the data in Fig. 7 probably
have little relevance to the issue. These spacecraft observations
of different surfaces on asteroids tend to give very similar spectra
regardless of texture also suggesting that grain size is not driving
spectral slopes. For example, the Eros ‘‘ponds’’ are very fine grained
and the remainder of the surface is very rough, yet their spectral
slope differences are less 4% (McFadden et al., 2001). Similarly,
the Muses Sea on Itokawa shows a �10% differences in albedo
and band depth compared to the surrounding much rougher re-
gions, but the slope shows little or no change (Abe et al., 2006).
Eros and Itokawa are S complex asteroids, where one might expect
grain size effects because of their expected petrologic complexity.
The C complex asteroids, if they are similar to the C chondrites, are
fine grained and relative homogeneous, and one would not expect
major effects due to grain size.

The term ‘‘space weathering’’ includes all of the many processes
that alter the surface of an airless body in the space environment.
Most information comes from detailed investigations of lunar sam-
ples where the chief cause of changes is impact (e.g. McKay et al.,
1991). On the largest scales, impact causes heating, melting, lithi-
fication, brecciation, and gardening. On the smallest scale, micro-
meteorite impact causes impact pits, volatilization, and glass
formation, and in the process of dispersal the glass becomes agglu-
tinates (Keller et al., 1999; Pieters et al., 2000). At the same time,
solar wind exposure causes the implantation of ions and surface
radiation damage (Nichols et al., 1994). The effects are therefore
numerous and complicated, and extrapolation from the Moon to
the asteroids is not a trivial exercise (McKay et al., 1991).

Gas-rich breccia meteorites, the equivalent of lunar regolith and
breccias, have a few similarities and many differences from their
lunar equivalents (Keil, 1982). To some extent we can bridge the
gap with laboratory experiments using lasers and charged particles
(Sasaki et al., 2002; Dukes et al., 1999), observations on gas-rich
regolith breccia chondrites (Britt and Pieters, 1994), and spacecraft
observations of asteroids (Chapman, 1996). Clark et al. (2002) re-
cently reviewed the overall effects of space weathering on asteroid
reflectance spectra, pointing out that reddening and neutral dark-
ening will happen, but that the degree of reddening is much less
than for lunar samples.

Space weathering always has to be borne in mind when com-
paring astronomical and laboratory data, but it seems to us that
the effects will be small compared to the class-to-class variations
for asteroids and meteorites. In any event, if the major process dis-
tinguishing certain classes, say the S-Sq-Q sequence, as advocated
by Binzel et al. (1996), is space weathering, then by studying these
classes we are implicitly investigating space weathering.

4.7. Comparison of C and X fields with terrestrial phyllosilicate fields

It is frequently assumed, based on mineralogical studies of
meteorites, that the surfaces of C asteroids consist of phyllosili-
cates (e.g. Rivkin et al., 2002). There are several spectral features
that are consistent with this, such as the presence of water features
at 3 lm and other wavelengths and a feature at 0.7 lm attributed
to Fe2+ to Fe3+ charge transfer, which might occur in a hydrated
environment (Vilas and Gaffey, 1989). However, these features
are very weak, certainly much weaker than observed in terrestrial
phyllosilicates in the laboratory. The reason for the almost feature-
less spectra of asteroids must be associated with their space envi-
ronment, exposure to the vacuum of space, solar irradiation effects,
micrometeorite and meteorite impact effects. Thus the immediate
surface has seen a high temperature history and dehydrated sur-
faces are to be expected. Thus Hiroi and Zolensky (1999) and
Ostrowski et al. (2010) have compared the spectra of asteroids to
those of phyllosilicates heated in the laboratory. The effects are
particularly apparent in the heating experiments of Ostrowski
et al. (2010), where temperatures in excess of 700 �C were
employed.

Fig. 9 is a continuum plot that compares the present C and X
asteroid complexes with terrestrial phyllosilicates that have been
heated to >700 �C (Ostrowski et al., 2010). Data for five terrestrial
phyllosilicates are shown, which bracket the large range of struc-
tures and compositions found in terrestrial phyllosilicates and in-
clude the phyllosilicates observed in meteorites. Upon heating,
absorption bands in the near-IR spectra of phyllosilicates weaken
and eventually disappear while continua increase in slope, espe-
cially at longer wavelengths where a number of major water-
related absorption bands occur (Ostrowski et al., 2010). At
�700 �C chemically bound water is lost and the phyllosilicate
lattice collapses. The decomposition products depend on the
phyllosilicate, and consist of a few identifiable minerals in a mostly
amorphous matrix. However, the spectra of the dehydrated phyllo-
silicates show little overlap on the continuum plots, especially in
the long wavelength interval.

The fields for the asteroid complexes overlap with the fields for
heated kaolinite, montmorillonite, and serpentine. Nontronite and
chlorite occupy regions of Fig. 9 with steeper long wavelength con-
tinuum slopes. This is especially interesting in the case of chlorite,
which has occasionally been observed in C chondrites. On the basis
of Fig. 9 we suggest that the prominent minerals in the surface
material of C complex asteroids resemble the decomposition prod-
ucts of heated kaolinite and montmorillonite. Montmorillonite has
been observed in C chondrites, but kaolinite is a surprise. In terres-
trial occurrences kaolinite is an aqueous alteration product of feld-
spar, which is found in small amounts in ordinary chondrites but
not in carbonaceous chondrites. Perhaps some of these asteroids
were once feldspar- and water-rich. Montmorillonite is formed
by aqueous alteration of olivine and pyroxene, common meteor-
ite-forming minerals, in alkaline aqueous conditions.
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The X complex overlaps the heated montmorillonite field and
touches the field for heated serpentine (Fig 9). As mentioned above,
the past presence of montmorillonite on an asteroid surface seems
reasonable, as does the presence of serpentine. Serpentine has fre-
quently been observed in carbonaceous chondrites.

4.8. Comparison with meteorites

The C chondrite classes plot in the same general region of the
continuum plot as the C and X complex asteroids (Fig. 10). How-
ever, there are several interesting points to make.

First, the CM chondrites do not fall into any of the C complex
fields and while they are close to several X fields they also fall to
the right of the X classes.

Second, the CI chondrites do not plot in any of the X fields but
plot in the same general area of the diagram as B, Ch, and Cgh
fields.

Third, the CR, CV, and CK chondrites are close to the Ch field but
plot in the Cgh field. Allende also plots on the Xc field.

Finally, the three CI/CM chondrites plot close to several C aster-
oid fields (i.e. Cg, Cb, Ch, and C), and two CI/CM chondrites plot
close to the X and Xk classes. However, all three CI/CM chondrites
plot in the C asteroid field. A relationship with the Ch class can be
ruled out because Y-86720, Y-82162 and B-7904 do not have a
0.7 lm feature (Hiroi et al., 1996).

Based on the low albedo and essentially featureless spectra with
occasional 0.7 lm and 3 lm features, that CM chondrites have
been linked to C complex asteroids, the Ch asteroids especially
(Fornasier et al., 1999; Burbine, 1998; Burbine et al., 2002). How-
Fig. 10. Continuum plot comparing the C chondrites (data from the NASA PDS
database; Gaffey, 2001) with the asteroid fields. (a) C chondrites compared C
complex asteroids (b) the C chondrites compared with X complex asteroids. Based
on these figures and other data discussed in the text we suggest associations
between the C chondrites and the asteroid classes as listed in Table 8.
ever, the continuum plot suggests a closer affinity for CM chon-
drites to the X complex asteroids than the C complex asteroids.
This is illustrated with the raw spectra in Fig. 11. Below 0.9 lm
there is good match between the spectra of the meteorite and
the asteroids. However, at longer wavelengths there are significant
differences between the spectra for the two C asteroids, 19 Fortuna
(Ch) and 175 Andromache, and the CM chondrite Cold Bokkeveld.
In contrast, the spectra for two X complex Asteroids 110 Lydia
(Xk), and 153 Hilda (X) match closely the spectrum for Cold Bokke-
veld, the only discrepancy being a slight negative slope short of
0.85 lm for Cold Bokkeveld.

In Table 8, we list the meteorite–asteroid associations we would
propose on the basis of the continua in the near IR. Two of the three
meteorites classified as CI/CM plot in or near the Cb, Cg, and C
fields, while the third plots between the C and B fields. If we as-
sume that all three CI/CM chondrites should come from the same
parent source, then we would favor the C class as it is equally sui-
ted to all three chondrites. Y-693 is placed to be equally associated
with the Ch and Cgh classes. The two chips of the Ivuna CI chon-
drite could be linked with the B, Ch, or Cgh asteroid classes, while
the two chips of the Orgueil CI chondrite are closest to the Cgh
asteroid field. If we use the argument members of a single class
should be linked with the same asteroid then we would have to
link all the CI chondrites with the Cgh class. Renazzo also plots
in the Cgh field, so a linkage with the CI chondrites might be im-
plied, but it also plots with the Xc field which is an equally likely
match that would separate it from the CI chondrites. There are
many petrographic and compositional differences between Rena-
zzo and the CI chondrites. Allende also plots with the Cgh and Xc
asteroids, but it lacks any similarity with CI chondrites and has
been linked with the CV chondrites, which makes a linkage with
Xc asteroids likely. The CM chondrites were discussed above.
While they do not plot in any of the asteroid fields they are closest
to Xk and if we assume all CM chondrites came from one body it
would have to be an Xk asteroid. Hiroi et al. (1993) pointed out
that the CM chondrites needed to be heated to make their spectra
match those of C asteroids.

In addition to matching meteorite and asteroid spectra, we can
compare albedos. Asteroid albedos are listed in Table 6 and the few
chondrite albedos available are listed in Table 7. Asteroid classes C,
Cb, and Ch have albedos of 0.04–0.07, while B, and Cg asteroids
have albedos around 0.1. The Cgh asteroids show a wide range of
albedos, 0.05–0.17, which is similar to the range shown by X aster-
oids and slightly less than the Xc (0.07–0.22) and Xk (0.06–0.30)
asteroids. Xe asteroids generally have higher albedos, 0.14–0.19.
In comparison, CI and CM chondrites have albedos 0.05–0.07 while
CV chondrites have albedos of about 0.1. In short, in view of the
variety of albedos within a given asteroid class, and the small num-
ber of asteroids and chondrites for which we have albedo data, we
see no problem with the proposed matches listed in Table 8.

We now compare the mineralogies derived from reflectance
spectra as summarized in Fig. 9 with the mineralogy of the C chon-
drite classes determined by laboratory methods. The matrix of the
C chondrites is complex and fine-grained, and requires TEM, which
is a highly localized technique to characterize. Current suggestions
for the mineral composition of C chondrites have been summarized
by Rubin (1997) and include phyllosilicates as their primary min-
eral. It should be stressed that much of the fine-grained material
in carbonaceous chondrites appears to be a complicated mixture
of Fe-rich phyllosilicates produced by aqueous alteration of metal
and sulfides (as mentioned above, it is described as tochilinite,
Fe2þ

5�6ðMg;Fe2þÞ5½ðOHÞ10S6�) and once referred to as PCP, ‘‘poorly
characterized phase’’ (Barber et al., 1983; Mackinnon and Zolensky,
1984; Tomeoka and Buseck, 1985) and it is only occasionally that
this phase takes on the unambiguous characteristics of a readily
identifiable phyllosilicate. The matrix of CI chondrites has also



Fig. 11. Comparison of the spectra of (a) two C asteroids and the CM chondrite Cold Bokkeveld, and (b) two X asteroids and the Overlay of C asteroids and CM and X asteroids
and CM chondrite Cold Bokkeveld. These spectra illustrate the differences in slope that have been described earlier in this paper and cause us to link, as an example, the CM
chondrites with the Xk asteroids rather than any of the C asteroid classes.

Table 8
Meteorites considered in the present study and proposed asteroid class associations.

Meteorite name Meteorite Asteroid class

Y-82162 CI/CM C
B-7904 CI/CM C
Y-86720 CI/CM C
Y-693 CK Ch or Cgh
Ivuna #1 CI Cgh
Ivuna #2 CI Cgh
Orgueil (Gaffey) CI Cgh
Orgueil (Hiroi) CI Cgh
Allende CV Xc
Renazzo CR Xc
Cold Bokkeveld CM Xk
Murray CM Xk
Murchison CM Xk
Mighei CM Xk
Nogoya CM Xk
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been described as serpentine or montmorillonite and that the ma-
trix of CM chondrites is serpentine, montmorillonite, or chlorite
with most minerals containing measurable Fe. Montmorillonite
and serpentine are known to be present in CV classes (Rubin,
1997). We earlier postulated that C complex asteroids have sur-
faces containing kaolinite and montmorillonite while the X com-
plex asteroids have surfaces rich in montmorillonite and
serpentine.

In addition to these major phases, there are a host of minor
phases that affect the reflectivity spectra of meteorites and pre-
sumably asteroids. These are the opaque phases, finely dispersed
metal and sulfide, organics (possibly), and others. Traditionally,
the effects of opaque phases are modeled by adding carbon black
to the silicates and are found to lower albedo and weaken bands
(Clark, 1983; Milliken and Mustard, 2007). The presence of opaque
phases would lower the albedo of heated phyllosilicates in our lab-
oratory experiments and bring them into line with the albedos of C
asteroids and CI and CM chondrites (Ostrowski et al., 2010). It
should be noted that the near-Earth asteroids have higher albedos
than the larger main-belt asteroids. This would require less opaque
phases added the heated phyllosilicates to compare to the



Fig. 12. Continuum plot for samples of montmorillonite to which various amounts
of carbon black have been added. The addition of carbon black affects both the short
and long wavelengths of the spectra, with a greater effect on the long wavelength
region. In fact, the amount of carbon increases, the data show a negative linear
trend in which at short wavelengths decreases from 0.0 to �0.1 while the slope at
long wavelengths increases �0.6 to �0.1. This is contrast to the effect of heating on
terrestrial phyllosilicates in which the trends on this plot are essentially positive
(chlorite excepted).
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asteroids. The effect on continuum plots is shown in Fig. 12. The
data of Clark (1983) and Milliken and Mustard (2007) are in good
agreement and show that the addition of opaque phases causes a
relatively small decrease in the slope in the 1.0–1.75 lm region
and a medium, about 0.4, increase in the slope in the 1.8–2.5 lm
region, this is based on the max three weight percent in the mete-
orites. However, the changes are not only minor, they generally go
in the wrong direction in relating terrestrial phyllosilicates to the
asteroids and meteorites. We do not think that the presence of
opaques is playing an important part of explaining the difference
in the continuum slopes of asteroids and meteorites compared to
terrestrial phyllosilicates.
4.9. On the nature of C and X complex asteroids

Phyllosilicates are highly diverse in composition and are associ-
ated with a number of discrete environments on Earth (Table 9).
The weathering of feldspar-rich rock types produces kaolinite.
Metamorphic and aqueous alteration of olivines and pyroxenes,
typical chondritic minerals, results in serpentine, while in the pres-
ence of an Al source, such as micas, produces chlorite. In alkaline
conditions and poor drainage, aqueous alteration of olivine and
pyroxene rich rocks produces montmorillonite.

Asteroids with interiors resembling CI or CM chondrites may
contain serpentine and chlorite from the aqueous alteration of oli-
vines and pyroxenes, and we identify these meteorites with Cgh
and Xk asteroids, respectively. Asteroids with drier interiors,
through accretion at higher temperatures or small amounts of
Table 9
Phyllosilicates discussed here with typical terrestrial occurrence.

Terrestrial phyllosilicate Typical terrestrial occurrence

Kaolinite Al2Si2O5(OH)4 Weathering and decomposition of rocks co
Serpentine Mg3Si2O5(OH)4 Metamorphic and aqueous alteration of fo

2008)
Nontronite,

Na0.3Fe+3
2Si3AlO10(OH)2�4(H2O)

Weathering of biotite and basalts, precipit
1975).

Montmorillonite (Na, Ca)0.3(Al,
Mg)2Si4O10(OH)2(H2O)10

Aqueous alteration product of volcanic tuff
et al., 1953; Deer et al., 1963; Gaines et al

Chlorite (Mg, Fe+2)5Al(Si3Al)O10(OH)8 Alteration product of mafic minerals such
Klein, 1985).
internal heating, may have CV-like interiors and would undergo
aqueous alteration to produce montmorillonite, and we identify
these as Xc asteroids. If kaolinite is present on the surfaces of B
asteroids, as suggested by the present results, we identify no
known meteorite class with them. Indeed, no meteorite class has
been reported to contain kaolinite. To create the bulk composition
needed to produce kaolinite, the parent asteroid would have to be
differentiated, with a core, mantle and crust. Gaffey et al. (1993)
have discussed this situation at length. These authors suggest that
while many asteroids have melts or partial melts on their surfaces,
corresponding meteorites are missing. The mineralogy of the
CI/CM chondrites appears to be complex intergrowths of fine
phases produced by bouts of aqueous alteration and metamor-
phism, with serpentine as a possible phyllosilicate, which we here
identify with C asteroids.
5. Conclusions

We report near-IR spectra for 17 asteroids that belong to the C
and X complexes. In order to determine possible surface composi-
tion, we collected literature data for these asteroids in the visible
and looked for spectral features suggestive of the water and water
related components on the asteroids (the UV slope, the 0.7 lm
absorption and the 3 lm absorption). Using fairly conservative cri-
teria, we find such evidence in only three of the present 17 aster-
oids, 34 Circe (0.7 lm feature), 51 Nemausa (UV slope, 0.7 lm,
and 3 lm feature), 129 Antigone (3 lm feature), and 191 Kolga
(0.7 lm feature). We have assigned classes to these asteroids using
literature or on-line facilities and for 14 of the 17 asteroids the
spectra are consistent with the properties of the published classes.
On the other hand, 191 Kolga has a 0.7 lm feature and while this is
not required for its Cb classification according to DeMeo et al.
(2009), Vilas (1994) observes that half the C asteroids have this
feature.

Of the nine classes represented in the present data, DeMeo et al.
(2009) characterize seven by the slopes of their continua in their
classification scheme and slope is an important characteristic in
the others. In fact, 88% of the variance in C and X asteroid spectra
can be explained by continua slope. We thus examined the spectra
of the present asteroids in terms of the continuum slopes, plotting
the slope between 1.0 and 1.75 lm against the slope between 1.8
and 2.5 lm and call this the continuum plot. We made the break
at �1.8 lm because water features in phyllosilicates (a strong can-
didate for surface materials on these asteroids) occurs beyond
1.8 lm. Meteorite classes, asteroid classes, terrestrial phyllosili-
cates, and heated terrestrial phyllosilicates usually plot in discrete
and separate fields on these plots, confirming the value of this
approach.

On the basis of overlapping in fields on the continuum plots we
made associations between asteroid classes and meteorite classes
and summarize our suggestions in Table 8. The CI chondrites are
linked with the Cgh asteroids, individual CV and CR chondrites
ntaining feldspathic minerals (Kruckeberg, 2002; Best, 2003; Evans, 2004).
rsterite and pyroxene, replacement other magnesium silicates (Lagasse et al.,

ation from iron and silicon rich hydrothermal fluids (Bischoff, 1972; Eggleton,

and ash, pegmatite dikes, wall rocks. Alkaline conditions of poor drainage (Early
., 1997).
as pyroxenes, amphiboles, and biotite, low-grade metamorphism (Hurlbut and
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are linked with Xc asteroids, and a CK chondrite is linked with the
Ch or Cgh asteroids. A number of unusual CI/CM meteorites are
linked with C asteroids, while the CM chondrites are linked with
the Xk asteroids. Previous authors have linked the CM chondrites
to the Ch asteroids because of the presence of a weak 0.7 lm fea-
ture, however their continuum slopes are very different. We argue
that continuum slopes are easily and accurately measured, and are
sufficiently diagnostic of the various meteorite and asteroid classes
to provide important information on asteroid–meteorite linkage.

Most authors agree that the surfaces of the C asteroids are prob-
ably in major part phyllosilicates whose spectra are weakened by
the presence of opaques and space weathering. We find that the
presence of opaques is not alone sufficient to weaken features to
the observed degree as stated in Cloutis et al. (1990), and cause
the observed continuum slope trends. Neither do we find the grain
size variations a likely explanation for the asteroid-to-asteroid
spectral differences, although grain size does affect laboratory
spectra. Instead, we suggest that the slope difference are the result
of asteroid surfaces consisting in large part of the decomposition
products of various heated phyllosilicates and in this case can
make suggestions as the likely precursor phyllosilicate (and there-
fore surface composition) on the asteroids. Thus we suggest that
for the C complex kaolinite and montmorillonite are possible pre-
cursor phyllosilicates, although we rule out kaolinite because it
suggests a nonchondritic precursor and has never been observed
in chondrites. For the X complex we suggest that precursor phyllo-
silicates were montmorillonite or serpentines, these minerals have
been observed in CM chondrites.
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